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Artness Contemporary has been working contemporary art market for a while. The

publication is including our annual report and announcement that we will work with

funded projects to innovate with the different roof which is LUS Art Initiative. We have

some special thanks to artists from all over and awarded artists especially Frederic

Ducos for amazing photography series. 

 The pathfinder issue offer the artists to choose their roof who trusted the vision that

we shared. We would like to announced that Francisco Falli on cover and for context

and Aodunne Uriankhai selected as artist of the month with ‘Life and Death in Far

North‘‘.  In addition, the issue including artists that some interviews who selected

covers of our zine.  Thanks to being on our vision with us.

PERFECTING THE IDEAL IN

THE NEW NORMAL 

Javier Bardem 

Photo by Frederic Ducos
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Frederic Ducos 

French based photographer has been
creating photography series, artistic
photography is the preferred domain of
the artist who uses this media to
produce photographic works of art
often declined in black and white. 

Aodunne Uriankhai

Aodunne Uriankhai has been working
with mystic type to share the vision that
invites audiences tot hink about
Uriankhai’s work.

European Cultural 
Foundation

European Cultural Foundation invited
you to apply for the European Culture
of Solidarity Fund in various application
windows. The Fund supports
imaginative cultural initiatives that, in
the midst of the global pandemic crisis
reinforce European solidarity and the
idea of Europe as a shared public
space. 



C R E D I T  B Y  

F R E D E R I C  D U C O S



Frederic 
Ducos 

Kirsten Steward 

Photo by Frederic Ducos 

TRENDING

The printing on website by Frederic

Ducos is carried out by a professional

"fine art" workshop located in France

on high quality premium RC photo

paper which perfectly reproduces the

tints of color photographs but also

the depth of black and white photos,

contrasts and tones being particularly

cared for. You will find on this site a

choice of art photographs on

different themes: landscapes, urban,

architecture, surfing, vintage cars

and motorcycles. Art photography is

not the only one to be worked on

since the artist-author also produces

portraits of celebrities and

advertising photographs in different

sectors of activity: fashion, luxury,

architecture, decoration, products,

culinary ... You Would you like to

collaborate with photographer

Frédéric Ducos on this type of

professional photo service? Go to the

contact page of the site to fill in your

contact details and explain your

project.
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https://www.fredericducos.com



Professional artist photographer in Bordeaux, France, I want to offer

creations with a fresh and poetic style. Photography allows me to

freeze surprising moments, perspectives, colors, shadows, reflections,

movements whether it is in urban environment or seafront ; I also like

to show the detail of materials and work on textures.

Hello Dear FREDERIC DUCOS. Congrats for being selected interview artists by Artness

Contemporary Art Magazine. Your work includes romantic approach and leading to

thinking of moments… What is the experience that has influenced your work the most?

There’s not really any specific experience that influenced my work, the romantic style that I

personally qualify rather as "candid photography" imposed itself to me from my first trips for

the creation of my artistic portfolio. Maybe cities like Milan or Seville have sparked in me this

desire to create poetic images; but art photography is for me a way of expressing rather light

and positive things with, however, an asserted graphic style whether it is a landscape or urban

photo.



You have many awards from different

counties and institudes. What do you

feeling when you are celebrating

winning award? What is the most

special for you?

Obviously if I am very happy when I

receive an international award because

I know that my photos are judged by

great professionals, photographers but

also curators and journalists. It’s always

a pleasure to know that you’ve reached

a high level and it motivates you to

keep looking for amazing images. The

most special award for me is not

necessarily the most renowned but it is

the first, it was in 2015, I won a

competition organized by the Sandisk

brand, and that's where I realized that

my work, then in its early days, could

appeal to a jury of professionals, it was

a very good surprise and it really

pushed me to start my job of

professional full-time artist

photographer.

I don't know if I should pretend to send messages through my photographs, but there is a whole

technical assortment which makes it possible to direct a photo towards what you wants to

express. This goes above all through the composition, where do we place humans ? Should they

be present ? If yes, in which context ? As such, I like to place a character alone in the center

of his environment, it gives a picture full of meaning. Then there is the blurring (soft focus or

"bokeh") dosage which allows you to focus on a key element of an image; then lastly there is

the processing of the photo, I mainly use black and white, this sometimes makes it easier to

read a picture to get a more direct message.

 How do you convey messages through your all the different kind of works?



I traveled during 4 years in order to create my artistic portfolio, it was fascinating to give my

own vision of a place, of course I will continue this work as soon as I can, I especially want to

photograph new cities like New York or Buenos Aires, but I would rather in the coming months

to set up collaborations; first of all I would like to continue my series of portraits of celebrities

and why not extend it to other fields like music and also collaborate with brands in the context

of advertising projects while trying to keep my photographic style. Concerning the art market, I

think things have changed a lot with the development of internet and social networks, art is

now very accessible and it is a good thing because it allows emerging artists to be known and

reach an audience they might not have been able to capture if they had to go through

exhibitions or gallery owners.

These are in fact publications in the web edition of Vogue Italy, it is a kind of competition with

a very high level and supervised by publishers very knowed in the world of fashion. As I was

talking about it just before, yes, black and white really attracts me.Black and white

photography is often a more complex discipline than you might think. There are a number of

settings such as contrast, grain, filters or vintage treatments (I sometimes have fun reproducing

the rendering of old photographic plates on modern architecture, this is surprising and finaly

very graphic).There is therefore a research work to be done on each selected image in order to

give it its own artistic identity, it is all the time spent to find the right balance from the

shooting to the final result which differentiates art photography from traditional photography.

 Would you talking about your upcoming projects? What issues do you plan to produce?

Would you like attend your art and art workshops through residency programs in all

over? Could you please share your messages to global art market in your approach also

for your audiences?

American magazine VOGUE published your works which are black and white. Have you

special emotion to create this style?



https://culturalfoundation.eu/our-story/

The European Cultural Foundation was set up in Geneva in 1954.

Its founding figures included the Swiss philosopher Denis de

Rougemont, the architect of the European Community Robert

Schuman, and HRH Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands, under

whose presidency the foundation moved to Amsterdam in 1960.

They all believed passionately in culture as a vital ingredient for

Europe’s post-war rebuilding and healing.They envisioned a

united Europe where citizens feel proudly European, a place

where they can live, express themselves, work and dream freely,

in diversity and harmony. They created the ECF “for the

stimulation of the European sentiment, to promote the

development and preservation of a feeling of mutual

comprehension and democratic solidarity between the peoples of

Europe by encouraging cultural and educational activities of

common interest”.The foundation has always focused on

programs and grants enabling mobility and the exchange of

ideas, education through culture, and capacity-building. In its 65

years of existence the foundation has initiated and developed

more than twenty of programmes, supported thousands of

Europeans with grants and exchanges and helped put culture

and cultural policies on the European agenda.



Aodunne
Uriankhai



Michael Gatzke selected for CATASTROPHES BARCELONA with his SILENCE IS STRONGER

Series. Inspired by Günter Seubold in ''Silence and Being'' and there from the essay ''Aesthetic

of Silence'' His approach on the paints' views ''Missing everything, colorful and loud.'' BUT

SOMETIMES IS THE SILENCE -IN A SCREAMING WORLD- STRONGER....

Michael Gatzke



Hello Dear MICHAEL GATZKE. Congrats for being selected TRANSMISSION BARCELONA

upcoming June. Your series includes uncolorful approach. What is the experience that

has influenced your work the most?

During my art studies, my class made an excursion to a small German museum in Leverkusen. At

that time, I painted garish, colorful paintings with strong color contrasts. The museum shows a

solo exhibition of the Belgian artist Hans op De Beeck, whose paintings, installations, videos

are dominated by grey and appear almost colourless, but with a tremendous intensity. This has

made a deep and lasting impression on me and showed me that the loud and colourful is not

really necessary.

Your works includes children figures and effective message through tragic background.

How do you convey messages through your project with global audiences? Which is the

media of your soul to realize on canvas?

My picture series is an attempt to make the human condition "walkable". I try to shape the

inner life of my "pictorial figures" into pictures in which the viewers find themselves. My work is

allowed to evoke feelings, but at the same time it should remain a bit unapproachable and

strange, i.e. not be perceived as a romantic image. For human life - even that of

children/young people - is always in parts a tragedy and yes, subject to absurdity. I have tried

to grasp the fatal and tragic condition inherent in every fate on the one hand, and on the other

hand to extract a comforting component from the often sad story.



Like all the others, the corona epidemic has hit me hard. And I mean that primarily on a mental

level. But if the thoughts of an artist constantly revolve around a certain topic, the urge arises

to work on it artistically. This is what I am doing at the moment. Interestingly enough, I can

approach the subject best by means of installations. So I have created an installation

"Disassembly", in which specially processed dolls on their metal beds with grids have to keep

their distance. I am also working on a stele installation, which I hope to be able to show in

German public places. The stelae will contain post-Corona texts that viewers can pick up while

walking through the city, if they wish. I am a rather quiet worker in my studio. Every exchange is

welcome, but not in the artistic process. So I'm not really the type for art workshops and

residency programs. In my opinion, sending messages is not the thing for artists. Politicians may

do that. Artists should ask questions, give impulses. In the best case, the viewers of art will find

the answers.

You includes on your artist statement: The development process of my work, I am happy

with accidents or dead ends, where I notice that it is simply impossible to continue. Have

you been any experiences on the topics?

I believe that it is similar for most artists. Art can rarely be planned. When it comes

strategically, the kick is often missing. Creativity and irrationality are closely related. Whoever

enters these spheres is constantly operating on the verge of failure. Before my studies this

often depressed me. In the meantime I know that accidents and dead ends are also great

opportunities to develop my own art. My learned motto: Use them!

 Would you talking about your

upcoming projects? What issues do

you plan to produce? Would you like

attend your art and art workshops

through residency programs in all

over? Could you please share your

messages to global art market in

your approach also for your

audiences?



Tatiana Rezvaya



 Hello Dear TATIANA REZVAYA. Congrats for being selected interview artists by Artness

Contemporary Art Magazine. Your works are leading to thinking of moments… What is

the experience that has influenced your work the most?

My creative credo: any work of art should charge the viewer with positive

energy - aesthetic, intellectual, emotional. Touch with any art should enrich

the viewer, "to add, not to subtract". This on my opinion is its main task.

Paintings - in the private collections in dozens of countries of the World, from

Japan and Australia to Europe and both coasts of the USA, including two

portraits at the collection of the Royal Geographical Society, London.

Life itself is a continuous experience. In this series of works, i.e. "Dancing with Birds", several

sources of my "river of life" merged together. But above all, this is my love for the theater, love

from an early age, when I attended a ballet studio and danced on the stage of the Opera

House. Then, already in adulthood, I worked as a production designer for several performances

at the Drama Theater. The theater fosters an understanding of convention, fantasy... Everything

there is an illusion - characters, relationships, scenery, time ... Ballet is a great convention, a

body language, where every movement is an expression of feelings and emotions. And I find it

more powerful in male ballete dancers.



 How do you convey messages through

your all the different kind of works?

My father was an ornithologist, so I’ve been

in love with birds since childhood. If not for

birds, where from an idea of flying would

come to Humanity ?! And I am sure that those

were birds, the only dancing creatures of

Nature, who once taught the Man dance

lessons, so the unification of ballet dancers

and birds is very organic for me.

Symbolism is the key... I found it interesting

to use the symbolic meaning of different

birds, which has developed over the

centuries of the existence of ancient

civilizations. I hope this gave an additional

enriched meaning to the subjects of the

paintings, inner meaning.

 You selected INTRAPERSONAL by Artness Contemporary. What do you feeling when

you are celebrating winning award?

Of course I am happy. An art-work is like a child for an artist. You are falling in love with

each of them while you are “carrying it” - without love there is no creation. And no matter

how many of them you gave birth to, all of them are dear to your heart and you are happy

with their success.

Would you talking about your upcoming projects? What issues do you plan to

produce? Would you like attend your art and art workshops through residency

programs in all over? Could you please share your messages to global art market in

your approach also for your audiences?



We, artists, are mostly superstitious. Personally, I never tell anyone about my ideas. When I

start a new work, I already see the whole picture in my imagination, so all that remains is to

give it life on the canvas :) But talking about a picture is to revive it in words, to release it -

"said  is half-done",  then it is unlikely to appear in painting ... On my opinion, an artist

shouldn't talk much, it’s better to show a finished work and let it speak for itself.



www.artnesscontemporary.com

Abandon all hope, ye who exit here by 

 Aodunne Uriankhai


